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Abstract

The paper deals with the issue of whether a sustainable future for humankind can be reached or not. If not, human existence would not come to an end, but the quality of existence would considerably deteriorate. For many reasons, it is not easy to get onto a sustainable track. Doing so will require the equivalent of surgery on a “living body”. And many powerful vested interests are in the way. If success can at all be achieved, it will require considerable changes in global governance. The restricted quality of global governance today is a key deficit of the world we live in today. The author was often asked, what system of global governance rules for the world to implement, if one had the power to do so. The paper gives the answer to that question in the form of twelve interrelated elements of global governance for a sustainable future.
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“A green and inclusive global economy – the key for a sustainable future”

Introduction

This paper is the author’s effort to contribute to the special issue of the “Journal of Future Studies” on “Exploring paths to a viable future: obstacles and opportunities, requirements and strategies”. This is done against the background of a long history of thinking on the issue as a member of the Club of Rome. Maybe more than thirty years of efforts with different NGOs, such as the Global Marshall Plan Initiative, The Parliament of Cultures, UNESCO, the Ecosocial Forum Europe, the Senate of the Economy and the Rotarian Action Group for Population &
Development, come together in this context. Cultural and ecological diversity, avoiding a climate catastrophe, human rights and world peace are issues addressed, as is the topic of democracy within globalization and the so-called “Trilemma of the modern world” (Radermacher, 2004a, 2004b; Radermacher & Beyers, 2011).

Changing things is difficult. We have to do “open-heart surgery on a living body”, a human-technical superorganism – humankind, soon integrating ten billion people and maybe thirty billion intelligent technical components in the future internet of things. On top, this superorganism integrates assets worth maybe 300,000 billion Dollar (Piketty, 2014). If this gigantic “machine” gets into trouble, millions of people would starve and die.

Can anything be done? Yes, particularly at times of great crises, which often are tipping points. And crises will occur. This then is the moment of intervention. And one has to prepare for it long before the day arrives. Because others with other ideas prepare as well. Not all are up to sustainability and balance. Many want a global two-class society, getting rid of the middle class. Maybe, if things go totally wrong, we may even end up in an ecological catastrophe.

How can one get to a better future – if we will make it at all? This is the question of this special issue on “Exploring paths to a viable future: obstacles and opportunities, requirements and strategies”.

In the Club of Rome argumentation, we have to concentrate on two lines of interventions: On the one hand, change the rules of global political governance, above all economic governance. E.g. prices have to tell the truth – ecologically and socially. Among others, this deals with the internalization of external cost. For this to happen, markets must be green and inclusive (eco-social), not just free or unregulated. On the other hand, it is about ideas that guide people, it is the “fight” for the words and, via words, for the brains and spirits of people (Lakoff, 2004). For instance, people should urgently understand that free markets are not free, e.g. the wording is a trick to disguise reality. Because they are only free for the most powerful actors to have their will, while the great majority of people will lose large parts of their freedom exactly because of this.

Against this background, it is interesting to see what changes, positively, have happened since the world financial crises. This is by far not enough change, but still much more than reasonably could have been expected.

To list a few points:

For those arguing for an eco-social economy, it was encouraging to see how the international orientation in economical issues changed since the world financial crises in 2007/2008. OECD, IWF and World Bank as well as the UN side now talk about the necessity of green and inclusive markets and green and inclusive growth.

That means that the dominance of the philosophy of free markets did come to an end. Concerning a world climate contract, that is envisioned for 30 November to 11 December 2015 in Paris, the states of the world did already agree on a so-called Green Climate Fund of at least 100 billion US-Dollar a year which the fully developed countries would have to fill up every year from 2020 on. This money is designated to support developing countries activities for mitigation, concerning climate protection, but also adaptation to the climate change already ongoing. This is an important new element of financial transfers from the fully developed countries to the other countries, particularly taking into account that the total volume of so-called Official Development Assistance (ODA), that means financing of cooperation and
development, at the moment is (only) 135 billion US-Dollar a year, much less (not even half) than the 0.7 percent aim would mean, that is aimed at for many years on the UN level.

On the OECD/G20 level also by now the principle of automatic data exchange between banks and financial authorities has been agreed upon for about 50 states. Switzerland and others have modified the business model to a considerable extent.

The OECD also discusses the necessity of balanced income distributions, if economic well-being and sustainability is the aim. It also informs the rich countries to an opening gap in distributional issues and points at the negative consequences to be expected from this trend of opening gaps for the economical performance of those countries. With its consequent argumentation, the OECD has contributed to the introduction of a minimal wage in Germany.

Balance of income distribution, which is a very important concern for the eco-social movement / the movement for green and inclusive markets, is also one of the parameters in the sustainability index of the OECD, which is the Better Life Index.

Finally, the EU not only is continuing its work on the harmonization of the taxing basis of companies, now, finally, they also talk about minimal levels of taxation. The eco-social agenda has made considerable progress.

Against this background, we now ask what to do for the future. The author was asked many times what systems of rules he would implement globally, for a sustainable future, if he had the power to do so. This paper gives such a system of rules. In doing so, it takes into account early work on “Weltinnenpolitik” (von Weizsäcker, 1964), the “Earth Charter” (The Earth Charter, 2008) and on “Global Ethos” (Küng, 2012), as well as work, dealing with a better Global Governance (Daly, 2005; Frey, 2008, von Weizsäcker, 1997). We will also take into account an issue not so familiar to many people working for sustainability. It is connected with the author’s background as a professor for artificial intelligence. The issue is new developments in information technology, always more powerful machine intelligence, new approaches in big data and analytics, which, eventually, may lead to what is called singularity. As a consequence, millions of present-day high-qualified jobs, leading to high incomes, might be lost to intelligent machines (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014; Mayer-Schönberger & Cukier, 2013). We at FAW/ n are presently working on these issues in an OECD project “The Role of Data in Promoting Growth and Well-Being” - Big Data and Analytics – What are the Perspectives?

A governance structure for a sustainable future

The governance structure proposed in this paper deals with twelve issues, many of which have been addressed by other authors and/or fora in one form or another. These twelve fields of intervention concern the three dimensions of sustainability, e.g. the economic, the social and the environmental side with three subcategories each. Integrating all is the topical group “Global governance”, with which we start. The three elements of this integrating umbrella interfere with all nine other subcategories considered. Note that in this paper, the aim is not only to propose something or to ask that something has to be done, such as to protect the Global Commons or to finance social security systems, globally. No, there is also named the responsibility for those issues and corresponding sources of financing. Actually, responsibility
and financing are most crucial (and insufficiently addressed) issues of governance in today’s global politics.

Note that after dealing with the twelve issues, we will describe the connection to other proposals for a better world, not mentioned in the governance structure, such as the issue of total decoupling or a circular economy. The relations are very close, those issues are closely connected with the governance issues discussed, but this may not be obvious to all readers at first sight. What is obvious is that an ordoliberal approach is taken. That means, that societal, e.g. political interventions have their place on the level of the framework conditions of the market system, not on details of e.g. technology paths. So, markets are the drivers for innovations, but the social and ecological regulation of the markets, i.e. via eco-taxation (Daly, 2005), is an essential issue to indirectly influencing the market place, particularly to incorporate ecological and social aspects into the price structure of markets, in particular global markets. This is to stir innovation in the right direction and to force changes in behaviour and consumption patterns of people. Of course, all that is closely coupled with the political system, which here concerns, in particular, the future of global governance. The lines followed are supranational or multilateral contracts or agreements. The nature of the required contracts have somehow the flavour of a world that is ruled via a global democracy (Bummel, 2005; Kauppi, Leinen, Watson & Onesta, 2007; Schwartzberg, 2012), something not feasible for a long time, but hopefully possible at some point in the future. This concerns the important issues of much more cross financing of developing countries and the correspondent general acceptance of (development-state dependent) standards which is the line democracies usually care for, but the world up to now not follows. Elements of this kind are incorporated into the twelve governance categories presented.

I. Global Governance

(1) Integrate global regimes

Integrate UN rule sets, WTO ruling and world financial market rulings into one coherent Global Governance regime (including co-financing). This should follow the principle of subsidiarity and favour a green and inclusive economy, human rights, a world-democratic perspective and a sustainable development.

The author has for a long time argued that the world of today is essentially governed by three sets of rules, in some sense three “different United Nations” (Radermacher, 2004a, 2004b): First, concerning peace, culture, social issues and others and quite weak in implementation, this is done via the UN system, based on participation of all 193 states. Second comes the area of trade, intellectual property rights and others done via the WTO (with 161 states participating), and third, there the financial sector, building on institutions such as the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank or the Bank of International Settlements, Basel, with some 188 states participating. Those three systems contradict each other in important aspects, e.g. the systems are not compatible. There is also no political or legal place to make it then consistent. In particular, one system, viz. the WTO, allows child labour or environmental destruction as part of supply chains, while another one, viz. the UN, may forbid this. These contradictions could be overcome, but that would require a system of massive cross funding. Rule 1 aims at implementing the
binding together of the three regimes described in a way that puts human rights into the centre, makes the WTO and the financial sector to some degree responsible for implementing human rights and using the instrument of cross funding from rich to poor to make this practically possible (Radermacher, 2004a, 2004b).

(2) Protect cultural diversity

Protect cultural diversity (also against economic forces favouring uniformity).

Cultural diversity is seen as a major asset for humankind. The states of the world agreed on protection of cultural diversity in an UN Convention on the topic. The message: Cultural diversity should be promoted. This means, in particular, that economically weaker states associated with certain cultures may need extra support, maybe also some protection. Free market rules should not endanger cultural diversity.

(3) Develop the information society with great care

Take care for strict data security, generate much less data with a personal identity link, control machine intelligence, govern the internet (and the upcoming internet of things/entities) in the interest of humankind, e.g. promoting a global governance favouring human rights and green and inclusive markets.

We are on the route to Big Data and the Internet of Things, binding together eventually 10 billion of people and many times more billions of intelligent software systems. There are huge chances for a better future in that (OECD, 2014), but also big dangers, e.g. that humans may become totally transparent. On this way, there might be a loss of individuality and democracy. To change this will require a different approach to the basic architecture of corresponding software systems. Data on transactions and activities must be decoupled from full personal details as far as possible and exchange of information has generally to be encrypted. There is a lot to do. But total transparency is not the only problem ahead. Another issue concerns possible losses of hundreds of millions of decent jobs of today to intelligent machines without the creation of alternative new jobs. We have to be careful not to come to a global two-class society. In the proposal, this is prevented by caring politically for a reasonable distribution of income – if needed, independent of people having a job. This means to stay within the so-called efficient inequality range (Herlyn, 2012; Kämpke, Pestel & Radermacher, 2003; Kämpke & Radermacher, 2015). Also, we have to be careful with the level of intelligence we eventually allow to technical systems. We have to control them, not – eventually – they us.

II. Economics and the financial sector

(4) Make property transparent and responsible

Make property (via catasters) and financial transactions (via documentation) transparent to the (international) taxation and financial authorities. Take care for all property taking social responsibility. No legal protection for intransparent property ownership and for intransparent financial transactions.

Social inequality and distributional issues of income and property are of highest importance for our future. Stiglitz (2012) and Piketty (2014) are mentioned as major references. Note that caring for equal opportunities – which have never been reached – is important but not alternative to caring for balance and no pretext for not caring
for balance. Note that it is easily seen that inequality of wealth is much greater than inequality in income. Also, if property is too much concentrated, returns on property are high and growth is little, always more income will go to the few (the 1 percent) that holds most of the assets. This will then add to increase of imbalance of income. This is described in detail in Piketty’s work.

Half of global assets is buildings. Usually, property rights concerning buildings are documented quite strictly. For the other half of assets that is not in general the case. The proposal here is the one going back to Piketty (2014) and Zucman (2015) to give legal protection to property only to the extent that property is registered in cadasters accessible to state authorities. That might be restricted to properties up from a certain size, not to interfere too much with ordinary life.

Once we know, who is the owner of something, we can put full responsibility to him to deal with property in a way that also helps the general well-being – as it is asked for explicitly in the German constitution, that builds on the experiences with World War II and the years before the war. If ownership is transparent, insider issues could be checked much better than today. In particular, the taxation issue can much better be dealt with if ownership is known to public authorities as if it is not. Of course, transference of property, including inheritance and gifts, need then also an adequate regulation. Again, this may be restricted to transfers or heritage above a certain threshold. Note that property need only be fully transparent to respective legal bodies, not to the society in general. The same is true for all transactions and transaction systems, in particular in the financial sector (Solte, 2007; Zucman, 2014).

(5) Create a global antitrust body

Create a global antitrust body / avoid companies to become too big and too powerful.

This is an obvious need and concerns a big deficiency of today’s global markets. Antitrust regulation is an old requirement, even by most market-radicals. It works against monopolies and oligopolies.

This has to be managed on the global level, where huge monopolies or oligopolies are now commonplace. There are great deficiencies today concerning this important issue. A consequent antitrust approach could be combined with legal requirements that make it impossible for companies to become too big. Not only too big to fail, but also to big to be acceptable for society.

(6) Regulate and tax the financial sector consequently

Implement a strict regulation of the global financial market / control “wrapping” / dry off tax havens / make aggressive tax avoiding schemes impossible. Build on current G20/OECD work on these issues.

The financial sector is of utmost importance for the well-being of societies. It has a big influence on distributional issues and indirectly on politics (Atkinson, 2014, 2015; Piketty, 2014). In particular, taxation of cross border activities has to be dealt with carefully. Such regulations, as they are now discussed on the OECD / G20 level, have to be extended. Aggressive tax planning must be totally prevented. It is good that there are now decisions on information exchange between financial and tax authorities and banks of some 50 OECD countries. This has to be further extended. Nice is the intention of the EU, now not only to harmonize the corporate
tax base, but also to implement **minimal levels of corporate taxation**. Part of a future governance should be, that new financial instruments need control and an official allowing before they are allowed to be brought into the market. Because such new instruments might be toxic – as we saw in the last big financial crises in 2007/2008. As Warren Buffett put it: “Derivatives are financial weapons of mass destruction, carrying dangers that, while now latent, are potentially lethal” [http://www.berkshirehathaway.com/letters/2002pdf.pdf].

### III. Social Balance

**(7) Societies should care for balanced income distributions**

Care for a proper balance of the distribution of income and of property (stay within in the productive inequality range). Deal carefully with mean and median values. Go for a proper, progressive taxation of income, property, heritage.

For the future, ranges of desirable spectra concerning the distributions under debate have to be fixed, separately for the area of income and the area of property. This has been an active research field of the author and his co-workers for many years (Herlyn, 2012; Kämpke, 2009; Kämpke, Pestel & Radermacher, 2003; Kämpke & Radermacher, 2015; Radermacher & Beyers, 2011). We can also build on the work of Piketty, Stiglitz and others (Atkinson, 2014, 2015; Piketty, 2014; Stiglitz, 2012; Zucman, 2015). Wanted are distributions that belong to the so-called efficient inequality range. In this area, we find now the OECD states, among them the USA as a border case on the edge to too much inequality, the Northern Europeans as the best working examples for achievement. The constraints put onto the economic systems have to care for the right balance over the next decades, globally and on the level of states, where, today, the global picture is the most negative one (**Global Apartheid**).

The issue is closely connected with the topic of (progressive) taxation, also taxation of cross national economic activities. It also will have to deal with **inheritance tax and gift tax**. Very important in this context is dealing with the **Global Commons**, their protection, the taxing of their usage on the UN level. This will, on the one hand, **internalize external cost** into the market, because prices “tell the truth” and “stealing” on the Commons will be stopped. On the other hand, it will make the money available on the UN level to **cross-fund** global societal security, e.g. via **social insurance**, but also for the preservation of rain forests, protection against climate change, incentivating a green economy. This must be organized coherently and should avoid opportunities for rent-seeking and corruption. A big issue in this context is a possible future with **intelligent software systems** replacing many highly qualified people in well-paid jobs without replacement via new types of work (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014; Mayer-Schönberger & Cukier, 2013). Via the need to have balanced income distributions, taxation will eventually reach intelligent machines and robots in such a dimension that the financing of all people in a decent way stays possible, whatever the demand for work by humans will be.

**(8) Implement social security systems, globally**

Implement social security systems, worldwide and co-finance them (including a **Global Marshall Plan**).

This is a very important issue, one of the biggest deficit areas in the present
system. We will need **social security systems** everywhere in this world. Everybody should eventually have a decent income, also access to basic healthcare, basic pension etc. All these concerns need **massive co-financing**. This will partly come from taxing the use of Global Commons. The approach incorporates the idea of a Global Marshall Plan. The Green Climate Fund, presently required for a global climate regime – if it comes – is of that character (Radermacher, 2013a).

(9) **Responsibility of the states for all basic needs**

The states on their territory and all states together for the world have the responsibility for issues related to basic needs, infrastructure for all, care for health and education systems and social security. In particular, guarantee a minimum daily allowance for every human and overcome hunger, once and for all. Involvement of the private sector in caring for basic needs is possible, but only under adequate regulation, leaving untouched the final responsibility of politics for the delivery of all basic services.

Part of the responsibilities of governments is basic services, is to deal with **basic needs**. It is partly financed via taxation, including taxation of the Global Commons. This is not just an issue of free markets and the question who can pay for a service and thus finance it. Instead, **basic services are required for all** and they have to be paid for from taxes in general. With this, politics stays in obligation and responsibility – on the level of states, but, hopefully, in the future also globally. This directly corresponds to a global responsibility of caring for human rights on an **individual level**, in general. Requirements concern basic infrastructures, particularly water, energy, traffic, access to internet services etc., but also caring for needed facilities in case of **illness**. Of particular importance is **basic education** for all around the globe as a public responsibility of the states, but also of the world community as a whole. Note that this formulation goes far beyond the extremely soft requirements of e.g. the Millennium Development Goals and its envisioned successors, the **Sustainability Goals 2015-2050**.

Services may be outsourced to private actors – but organizing them it with companies owned by municipalities and the states is also o.k. And if services are privatized, contracts must make sure that the final responsibility concerning fulfilling those basic needs stays with politics.

IV. Environmental Issues

(10) **Make the UN responsible for all Global Commons**

Protect consequently the environment and all critical resources. Increase considerably the financial power of the UN level. In particular, care for and tax the use of all Global Commons, appropriately. Use this money for co-financing international concerns. Also, add democratic elements to the international political level. Start with a parliamentary assembly at the United Nations.

The UN must be strengthened. According to (1), it has to be consistently combined with markets and with the financial sector. On the long run, a **world-democratic dimension** has to be added (Bummel, 2005; Kauppi et al., 2007; Schwartzberg, 2012). International care for the global commons, including the atmosphere as a sink for greenhouse gases, the oceans, the arctic and outer space and again the atmosphere as the basis for all kind of communication processes is
urgently required. The UN must have a much stronger role in all this. Responsibility in dealing with the global commons has to be enforced. That also means a reasonable pricing (eco-taxing) for using those commons. This will generate an income on the international level that should be available to the international governance system for needed transfers and financing. A special area is climate, e.g. solving the climate problem, which is closely connected with a new energy system (Radermacher & Beyers, 2011; Radermacher, 2013a). Financing aspects concern mitigation as well as adequate adaptation to climate change. On the long run, we need a new energy system that is available everywhere, cheap, environmentally friendly and climate neutral.

(11) Protect biological diversity

Protect biological diversity, preserve important biological sites and regions, above all rain forests. Pay for protection.

Biodiversity is of big importance for our future and a core issue of sustainability. It implies responsibility of the global community for biodiversity in general and for all kind of important and critical biotopes, among them and above all, rainforests. These biotopes have to be strictly protected. Of course, the world community will also have to pay/compensate the owners properly for offering this kind of protection and services to the world. This will partly become possible via taxing the use of the Global Commons, as described.

(12) Solve the climate issue

Solve the climate problem / limit global CO2 emissions accordingly / create new energy technologies / promote voluntary climate neutrality of the private sector / invest massively into biological sequestration (global reforestation programmes / enhancement of agriculture) / co-finance needed technological developments and the transition to a post-carbon energy system. Fill the promised green climate funds of at least 100 billion US-Dollar a year. This is to support countries in development in climate-related fields of action.

The climate issue is one of the greatest challenges we face. The atmosphere is a crucial Global Commons, essentially unregulated. It is the deposition sink for CO₂, but it is under “stress”. CO₂ emissions come, in particular, from the use of fossil fuels. They are at the heart of industrialization and the production of wealth. The issue of justice associated with the emissions of CO₂ is multidimensional and complicated. The author still sees a chance for reaching the 2°C aim, building on a pledge-based and not highly ambitious agreement for Paris at the end of 2015 (Radermacher, 2013a). This is to be combined with voluntary activities of the private sector (organizations, companies, individuals) under the motto of climate neutrality and the route to a new economic system. Issues of compensation of owners of huge carbon deposits, which no longer will be allowed to be exploited, must be addressed.

Climate neutrality should be developed as a major voluntary orientation line for private actors. This will require much more concern for agriculture, for dealing with soils, with waste water, and it will, in particular, involve a global reforestation programme on 1 billion hectares of degraded land in the tropics (Bonn Challenge & Radermacher, 2013a; World Resources Institute, 2010).
Relation to other debates

Limits to growth

In the Club of Rome, there is a long debate concerning limits to growth (Meadows et al., 1974; Randers, 2012). In the approach taken here, the limits to growth are consequences of the limits to the resource side and to the required social balance. If the proposed regime could be implemented, probably the result will be a shrinking world population from 2050 onward. There is every chance for more material growth in the sense of services and goods, where limitations will come from the sustainability requirement, as it is then incorporated into the global economic system, e.g. prices would finally tell the truth. As the use of the Global Commons will be taxed, and as all economic activities are taxed properly (eco-taxation), it will become possible to finance the required social transfer system, crucial for global and national balance. Hunger will be eliminated this way.

Total decoupling

The issue of decoupling and total decoupling are incorporated massively. Because on the global level, prices are set right, i.e. they tell ecologically and (socially) the truth (von Weizsäcker et al., 2009). Also property rights for exploitation might be cancelled and compensated.

Circular economy

Proposals concerning a circular economy or cradle-to-cradle approaches need no explicit debate in the approach chosen in this paper. In a sense, it is also not important whether the economy is circular or not (Stahel, 2010). The important thing is that we achieve sustainability and that we can do with the resources we have without problems for the environment or social balance and that we achieve social balance and global peace. It is to be expected that in order to get there, the economy will have to become more circular. But this is then an issue of markets which will do this job, if prices tell the truth. I.e. there is little need for political intervention on the level of technological alternatives of this type.

Agriculture and feeding the world

There is much debate now about the future of agriculture and whether we can feed all people. A related issue is overcoming poverty (Yunus, 1999; Yunus & Weber, 2009). In the approach taken, this is handled again via the constraints. The social security systems will give every person enough money to purchase sufficient amounts of food. So, there is no principal problem any more with hunger. It will also mean that there is a certain share of food then going to all people in a way, guaranteeing that no one will starve. This will happen, because poor people would essentially be willing to give the respective part of their (transfer) income for that purpose and the social systems would take care that the income even of very poor people is big enough for that purpose. The power of the agricultural system is great enough, too. Already today, we could feed 13 billion people as vegetarians (Radermacher, 2013b, 2014).
Better agriculture and reforestation

The link to reforestation, but also to agriculture from a CO₂ point of view, is coming from the constraints concerning climate (Biesalski, 2013; Radermacher, 2013a). The architecture of agriculture would have to be modified. Everybody would have enough food, while modifications would be such that concerning climate, agriculture would become much more climate-positive than it is today. This is in particular also true for cattle, if animals, much more than today, would essentially live on grazing and, by doing so, add to the formation of humus, thus taking CO₂ out of the atmosphere.

The current debate concerning the future of jobs

As a consequence of always more intelligent systems and Big Data, many high qualified and well-paid jobs might be lost without replacement. In other words, the “race between education and technology” would eventually be lost for education (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014; Goldin & Katz, 2010). As a consequence, we might lose the middle class, while the 1 percent property owners might get even richer. In the regime described, this would not happen and we would not move to a global two-class society, as the income distributions will politically be kept within the efficient inequality range. Taxations and transfers will be done in a way that in the end we have a reasonable distribution of incomes, independent of the question to what extent people with certain kind of education and skills are economically needed in the job system. The balance parameter will handle that aspect. Among others, the 20 percent highest incomes should not have more than a 50 percent share of total income and not less than 35 percent, while the lower 80 percent of incomes should have in total at least 50 percent and at most a 65 percent share of total income. Eventually, machines would be taxed. This is a most crucial element of future regulation as described in this text. Luckily, a balance parameter is already now part of OECD’s Better Life Index.

The danger for the balance parameter coming from asymmetric property as described by Piketty (2014) is also handled, namely by having respective bandwidths for income and property as well. All this requires, however, adequate global political innovations, i.e. an adequate global governance.

Balancing the income and wealth distribution in the form of the so-called efficient inequality range

It has by now become clear that balance of income is the crucial issue for good working societies (Herlyn, 2012; Kämpke, 2009; Kämpke, Pestel, Radermacher, 2003; Kämpke & Radermacher, 2015). The author was involved in debates on this issue in research projects of the European research programmes in cooperation with the Club of Rome (Pestel & Radermacher, 2003). The issue is found in more detail in (Radermacher, 2004b). Very interesting in this context is (Wilkinson, Pickett, 2010), but also the important book of Stiglitz (2012). Important contributions go back to Atkinson, in particular the so-called Atkinson Theorem (Atkinson, 1970; Atkinson 2015). More details can be found in (Herlyn, 2012; Kämpke & Radermacher, 2015). The issue reached society in general with the important book of Piketty (2014) but also with the shift of OECD, IWF and others from a market-radical point of view to the promotion of a social and inclusive economy. In the governance proposal
made in this paper, balancing the income and the wealth distribution is probably the most crucial issue in this respect. It is in particular the instrument to deal with potentially very high losses of qualified jobs to always more intelligent machines.

Making property transparent and responsible

The extreme accumulation of property in the hands of very few people, the resulting negative impacts on the proper balance of the income distribution, on the tax base of states, aggressive tax avoidance and others are all closely related to huge intransparencies in international economic activities, competition of states in prisoner’s dilemma-like situations among each other and inhomogeneous rulings between different states (Piketty, 2014; Stiglitz, 2012; Zucman, 2015). There is a "black hole" in international money transfers. 4000 million Dollars disappear each year (Eichhorn & Solte, 2015; Solte, 2007; Zucman, 2014). What is needed is to make property and ownership transparent, at least to state authorities. This is the proposal of Piketty (2014) and Zucman (2014), which points to an absolute must for a better future: legal protection for property only to the extent it is transparent to state authorities. Developments in ICT make it easier to implement this.
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